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never met a satisfied convict,

for their magazine to bear this title.

editors have

The name "Tarpaper" is derived frcm convict jargon'"ami "is rneantto
express dissatisfaction with a person, place, or thing. Since the
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Editor
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Hem
! innates Duild Airplanes
' Ronnie McColI

26
5

Inmrte Lost in Red Tape

12
21

i';r'

24

Gazebo

Greening of a

Hornet

...You have a fine magazine,
keep it up and you will be the
most readable

'alternative1

periodical...

Tony Lorraine
Vancouver, B.C.

Editor

Tarpaper

Articles

Each time I read Tarpaper I tell

i what is e Well-adjusted
person

: Prisoner Profile

6

13

work overwhelms my good intention?

14

and I wait until the next issue0

17
2S

But not so today! Your latest
issue has just arrived and I
hasten to tell you-congratulations! Your magazine is real.
It brings out the pathos of life,

I How Bo I ^tay Out of
i

Penitentiaries?

! V/hat is Prison For?

Comment

yet ignites humour. V•;••••

By Their Hanks You Shall

1
^ ••;
j Little Bummers

Know Them

9
16

Mona C. Ricks
Editor

i Ottawa

21

j Pen^l Press

Discussion Magazine

25

Ottawa

i Crimestoppers Notebook

20

Arts
Jewells Lyfer
10
Innocence (poem)
27
Cartoons >-.
21,22,31
From Break of Day (poem)
20

The Dinosaur (poem)

j

myself, write, say thank you for j
the copy sent personally — then j

34

''3»

'

j" ft'1
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by Kahlil
Gibran

fhn^Jl1!?!8
havenot
I4.heard
ruyou,
speak
ofa stranger
one wh0 commits
a wrong
as
S
h
e
were
one
of
but
unto
you
and
In
intruder upon your world.
'
/»««*««
h«vnnH3?Lt{!?t>.eV!n
as £h?is h?lv
and one
the righteous
beyond the highest which
in each
of you, cannot rise

is alIoWinkyou!n<1 **"* °ann0t fal1 l0Wer than the lowest which

^dge80a gSSoirJpST'not yellow but "^the 8ilent knowof ^<wronSdoer cannot do wrong without the hidden will of all
Like a procession you walk together towards your god-self.
You are the way of the wayfarers.

wutionna2nL£
r?118, ?0Wn stone.
he falls for thoae b«hind him,' a
caution against ?°U
the stumbling

surern«fh^«flls
th0SS not
aheadtheo£stumbling
hlm» who th0«gh
surer of foot, yettcrremoved
stone. faster and
And this also, though the wordsllie heavy upon your hearts:

The murdered is not unaccountable for his own murder,
And the robbed is not blameless in being robbed.

The righteous is not innocent of the deeds of the wicked,
And the white-handed is not clean in che doings of the felon.

Yea, the guilty is oftentimes the victim of the injured,

£il?less ^blamed!* C°ndenined ±S the bUrden bwer for th«
wickedT0t 8eparate the just i*rom the unjust and good from the
black^hrla^nH0^0^-?^01"6
the face
of the sun even as the
?iacK tnread and the white are woven
together.
whol«hon^h6
=l3C|?he thJ;e?d
breaks» the
the weaVer
shall look into
whole cloth, and
shall examine
loom also.

Ronnie McColl
I don't know how
Maybe 50, maybe
died a couple of
Prison. Died in

an old timer.

old Ronnie McColl was.
£0 or more.
Ronnie
weeks ago in Mountain
his sleep. Ronnie was
Sometimes pretty grumpy.

Almost always serious and hard for most

of us to understand. He had spent most
of his life in sails and penitentiaries
and knew little of life elsewhere.
was

a pretty

earlier years,
hefd

hardly

rough

character in

He
his

and even quite recently
hesitate to. flatten

most mild tormentor,

his

real or imagined*

Ronnie was one of the last of the old
road men and still clung to a basic set

of values.

He was independent,

erant and intractable.

intol

He didnft trust

many people but when he did trust you
it was a full and utterly complete kind
of trust.
He was a product of the old
system where one was either a bull or a
con and nothing in between would be tol

erated by either side. Ronnie's gone,
but what that old penal system did
to
him should not be forgotten by any of us.

©

Whaft §@ a w©lfl~adj&js,sec8
rarpaper does not

often

print

articles

reminiscent

of

1941

editions of Reader's* Digest but the following was submitted by
an aging, obscure hockey player, whose homilies and blandishmenti
have been a source of much entertainment for Tarpaper's editor«
Nowadays when we wish to characterize approvingly some one we
know, the term "well-adjusted" comes inevitably to mind.
No
longer will "honorable", "ambitious", "generous" or any of a
hundred similar epithets suffice.,.

worth, we say,

For what are all the virtues

if a person does not get along with

himself and

with the members of the little world in which he lives, moves
and has his being.
Perhaps the change of styles in the way of
evaluating our fellows, the abandonment of external yardsticks,
moral or otherwise, is all to the good.
To judge a person in
terms of himself, examining him as a machine whose performance

is either smooht and efficient or irregular and wasteful, does
give us a more intimate and truthful picture of a man. At any
rate the ideal of our age, and a primary aim of all our educate
ion, is the integrated personality, the one that functions as a
unit.

How does the well-adjusted person behave? Why do we say that cue
person is well-adjusted and another is not? It is easy enough
to attach a label to someone but when we try to tell what is be

hind the label we run into difficulties• Offfa 4*x«ali|e hard put
to draw up a list of standards of adjustments.
Though volumes
have been written on this theme, and especially on the factors
in a person's life that make or mar a good adjustment, the foll
owing list of 20 items attempts to set up certain simple criter

ia. They apply to everyone regardless of age, sex.intelligence

or education, and are drawn from factual
adjusted and poorly adjusted individuals*

observation of well

Lest the reader grow dismayed at the thought that he must meas
ure up to the entire 20 standards before he can qualify for the
honors,

paints

it should be

observed that the list taken as a

an ideal picture.

whole

Most of us may well be content with

passing muster of a majority of the items.

1. The well-adjusted person is able and billing to assume the
responsibilities appropriate to each age or period of life as
he reaches it.

2. He participates .with .pleasure in the experiences that belong'
to each successive age level, neither anticipating those of a
later period nor holding on to those of an earlier stage.

3o Though he may object to a particular role or position in life
as long a3 he must fill it, he willingly accepts the respons
ibilities and the experiences that pertain to this role or
position.

4. He attacks problems that require

solution instead of finding

means to evade them.

B^

p. He enjoys attacKing and destroying obstacles to his develop
ment and happiness, once he has decided that they are real
and not imaginary obstacles.

6. He can make important decisions with a minimum of worry, con
flict, advice-seeking

and other types of running away behav

ior.

7. After making a choice, he abides by it,

until new factors of

crucial importance enter the picture.

#. He accepts

the authority of reality; that is,

he finds the

major satisfactions of life in accomplisnments and experiences
that

take place

in the real

world and not in the

realm of

daydreams and make-believe.

9. His thinking is a blue-print for action, not a device for de
laying or escaping it.

.10.He draws lessons from his

defects instead of finding excuses

for them.

11.He does not magnify his successes or extend their application
from the field in which they originally occurred.

12.He knows how to work while working, and play while playing.
13.He is able to say "No" to situations that may provide temporary
satisfaction but that, over a longer period, run counter to
his best interests.

14.He is able to say "yes" to situations that are
unpleasant but that ultimately will aid him.

moraentarilv

15oHe is able to show his an^er directly when injured and to
act in defense of his rights, with both indignation and action
appropriate in kind and amount to the injury.

16.He is able to show his affection directly and to give evidence
of it in acts that are fitting in amount and kind to its extent.

17.He can endure

emotional pain or frustration,

wheneverit is

not in his power to alter the cause.

lS.He has his

habits and

mental

attitudes

so well

organized

that he can quickly make the essential compromises called for
by the difficulties he meets,

19»He is able to bring his energies
them effectively on a single goal,

together and concentrate
once he has determined to

achieve it.

20.He would not change,

even if he could, the fact that life is

an endless struggle, in which human purposes are hurled ag
ainst external resisting forces, human and natural. He knows
and makes use of the knowledge, that in this struggle the
person who fights himself least will have the most strength
and the best judgement left for the outside battle.
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ait runaing into any :aa.J.
^nci foIl: "»v the coast
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and ho ad inland,
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of darkest
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to
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the ground and
hover
little clearing in one
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?not ahis
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i t at at ."iovo o^e..
.-»t

-l() feet long and the r.ost .a-?'
iookins reptile 1 had ev«:o
The snake
soemerj co be
raa.r.- we
deserved :nore
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By their ranks you shall know them
UlKKuTUK: Leaps tall buildings with a single bound, is more
powerful than a locomotive, is faster than a speed
ing bullet, walks on water amid typhoons, gives
advice to God.

ASSISTANT DIKECTUK: Leaps short buildings with a single
bound, is more powerful than a switch engine, is
just as fast as a speeding bullet, walks on
water if sea is calm, talks with God.

J±££Z:

Leaps short buildings with a running start and
favorable winds, is almost as powerful as a switch

engine, is not as fast as a speeding bullet, walks
on water in indoor pools, talks to God if request
is approved.

CX^::

Barely clears quonset huts, loses tug-of-war with
locomotive, can fire a speeding bullet, swims well,
is occasionally addressed by God.

QC-?s

Makes high marks when trying to leap short buildings,
gets run over by locomotives, can sometimes handle

a gun without inflicting self-injury, dog paddles,
talks to animals.

COUNSELLOK: Kuns into buildings, recognizes locomotives two
out of three times, is not issued ammunition, can
stay afloat if properly instructed in the mae west.
talks to walls.

LIVING UNIT QFFICEk: Fails over doorstep when trying to enter

buildings, says, "look at the choo-choo,"wets hims
elf, plays in mud puddle*

LIVING UNIT .QFFICBR (LU-2)

mumbles to himself.

Lifts buildings and walks under

them, kicks locomotives off the damn track, catches
bullets in his teeth and eats them, freezes water
with a single glance, he IS God.

And don't you forget it. . . .

Jewells lyfer gets with the program
Youfve been away for a while Jewells,
and there have been a number of staff

changes around here, so we are going
to assign you a new counsellor.

I don't want a damn counsellor!

I had enough trouble with them before I
I don't need counselling!

Enough!

Jewells?

Enough!

I'toe had enough of them!

I'm your new counsellor,

Ms. Money Penny, and I'd like to
have a chat with you to see what
assistance I can be to you.
Well.

/

. .ah. . . I do

to talk ever. • • about my er
ah.

X

• .er.

have a lot that I would like

J®1

• . life and all that.

air

from its stomach and

c a .;

ig

them in its muutn, trie snake a-at
doinp; this and each tirr.o
seeaed
the snake was' trying to soe now

TEUEUISE

high it could spew them, now this
of c ume was an unusual sight, but
the amazing tning about

•aggs yere

slowing iik----
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it was one

lights, it

va.s like any ia that clearing in
arkra-a. Africa. Maturely I thought

<

of t'-.'• energy crisis thav v.'as bound

•.o..c:ne about and Blinkey, reading
rr.y mind ncddedj so we both, plucked
m egg out of the air 'and flew tack
,oa[e.
-.a one might expect vv were

btaily

exnausted as this

Kind of

ravel takes a loo of thought.

"OLh

fell into a

deep sleep,

We

but

- : for long, who is shaking me and
blinkey but Horizontal Brown's sis••.r, who, ay the way had become
suite attached to me since the loss

her brother.
Anyway she says
"Hake up Fast dear, 1 have fried
you

both some eggs,"

ana. Blinkey .just, look at each other

"»rd ir.ay^ what* can you say."
but we
are thinking a bout the"next trip
are ^oing to take, and how we may
^ able to solve the"oil shortage
that

is coming

authors note:

The

of course me

up in the

/

able

Video
s

Group is avail-

-to record events of
•to

\

int-

V erest in the Matsqui,
(a Abbotsford area.

•

.-

This is part of a community criented prison projeco and is
free of charge.

future.

Under r,o conditions

We

could I reveal Blinkeyfs last name.

•

-

k

can:

Tape

rhere is no celling what may happen
ii the communists or the capitalists

your

event,

game,

graduation ceremony,
activity,
etc. and have it re-playea at
your meetings, re-unions etcQ

ever got a hold of rny little friend.

'Jut I will Keep you all informed of
:

Matsqui institution

Tape Recording

troubles.

Fast Eddie

*

*

:,

Contact!
k.T.i. Officer

Clay can

Matsqui Institution '•
Box 2?00,

So can sugarj

melt

Abbotsford, B.C.
Phone ?oV-U$kl

©
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And then thares sometimes when

thare is enough for everybody.

These are the good old days.
By the time I get to Phoenix
she Tll be gone.

I gess the gym will never be
the without any more virgiania

I see whare all thats left of that
native paper is an echo.

He can't hack it so why doesn't he
just quit and stop pretending he's
sick. Then maybe he really is.

Do you haff any mind expanding
paroles?

ham£;

A ps2'-cholojist tole me that paranoia
And then I spose tharTs a

was merely expanded awareness.

political commisar around here
that doesn't want social to

Too bad Mona dint show up.

get ahead.

was real party planned for her.

develop.

Something will

There

But itTs still in

the darkroom.

10-4 Roger.

Over and out I

I see whare' old wierd Harold-

Then things might get linked

has really pulled the pin.

together at DBC. You- are surp
rised I can speak your language.

He

perposed to Betty-Lou on a T.A.
application form.

HeTs wierd.

The rose tattoo will return.

Then thare are some poet's that
will walk in whare angels fear

Ken I see your collection of whips?

to tread.

I gess it allr eally came out in
Was Judy and Pam having a
contest? 1*11 be the judge.

the dark. I can't say who cause
I was getting in on myself.

Does history always repeat itself? Tarpaper staff writer Warren Robb

wonders, as a result of his history courses at Matsqui University, if
this is the case and the following is his half-serious projection of

what may come to be in the future of penology.

TiuEnTv ninETv-ninE rd.
Extract from: the annual report of the commissioner of penitentiaries
(2099)
Section VII - LIAISON SERVICES

From the reorganization of Canada's
government in 197$ until 206*5, the

recommendations

that there

be

proper

operations of the Re-education Cen

to keep the public

ters were not generally kept in the
public view.
This was not necess
arily because the institutions were

maladministered,

or

the

inmates

mistreated, but was due mostly to
the f£ct that the public, as a
whole, were not at all interested
in institutions or their activities.
Convicted criminals sentenced to

institutions were not "out of sight
or out of mind."

The reports of the Commissions pre

sided over by the Honourable Judges
Kronsteen

(2048) and Unidom (2081)

aroused attention and the Political

Re-education Centers and proposed
methods by which institution oper
ations should be changed in order
that inmates would receive proper
training to assist them in
re-education as citizens.

established

Director of Liaison Services,
liaison duties.

Since the inauguration of the plan
ned information programme, the Ser
vice policy, in keeping the public
informed, has produced distressing
results.
In addition to many com*

munity

service

interested

of

the reports

B^jribart {2081),

of

become

increasingly

aware of

the

their

Lines of communications to the pub
lic, which were, conveniently non

recommendations,

ioning
goes

recommendations

of

development

operations of the Service.

cerned.

These

agencies becoming

in the

the Re-education Service, the pub
lic, as expressed in an unexpected
large volume of correspondence, has

the recommendations of the Kronsteen

with the

with

the responsibility for public in
formation, public relations
and

existent

combined

informed of in

stitution operations.
Inconsequ
ence, there was established, in the
Re-education Service, a position of

The war of 2058-80 intervened to
prevent the early implementation of

Report.

should

facilities

or broken

are now funct

to the benefit of all

As a result,

con

hardly a day_

by where there is no

mention

of the Service by the communication

Major-General

media.

Ms. Justice Bigbiz

In

a

socialist

country,

where the freedom of expression is
discouraged, the opinions expressed

(2i084) and the Re-education Plann
ing Committee (2087) resulted in

the Government accepting the requ
irement to improve the Re-education
Center Service and inaugurate the

toward the Service' are, therefore,
getting out of hand. Consequently,
in general, much discipline must be
given

to all communications

present progressive programme of
construction, staff training and
inmate programme revision.

for

In each of these

The Open Door Policy must go.

the objectivity

in

media

reporting

fact and expressing editorial opin
ions

four reports were

©

in relation

to the

Service.

♦ ♦ ♦

Sixth in a series

i€4&M54,

Harold Mercer

Marg Penn

Historical Sits
This is an abandoned World War II airplane
hangar.

It has

been

maintained in

its

original condition for the viewing of
historians and other interested persons.
It is presently occupied by a hermit.

Harold Mercer's cell has nothing
in it but his cot, and a toothbrush
and razor. Absolutely nothing else I
m fact. you will vexy seldom find

even him in it.
The sign above
adorns the door of his cell, and is
typical of his continuous state of
half put-on and half seriousness.
Harold, or Merlin, as he is known
to some, was born forty-one years

ago in False

Creek,

B.C.

Since

then, wherever he is has been home.

His academic career has been interCS?,§; at aS* f°urteen he was ex
pelled from school for expressing

his boredom with academics, and

later,

he left several university

programs as he tired of goofy M.A.
instructors trying
to tell him
about the world that he has been

all around.
He says of education,
"It is as likely that one person
can go to school and learn nothing
as it is for another not to go to
school and learn a great deal."

Harold has experimented with many
occupations:

an army

parachutist

at
age fifteen,
an accounts
student in a chartered accountaatfe

office

- until

he got r,tired

counting other people's money,

of

and

he was an orange picker in Florida.

V

He was a beatnik in the late 1950s,
but considers himself

a beatnik

a failure as

- he says,

" I made it

with the cheese, wine, poetry etc.
but I just couldn't get the rhythm
on

the

bongo

drums."

He

later

failed at trying to be a hippie.
"I made it with the peace, brother
hood, free-love, and do your own
thing, but the music nearly drove

has with almost evangelical fervour,
dedicated
much of his activity
throughout his life to taking the
pompousness from the pompous.

The

private person

is just

that,

very private.
The part that many
people do not see, I believe, is

seek other work.
His current amb
ition is to shake the fourth estate

capacity
to care
for
He has an ability to see
beyond the superficial facade that
most of us wear, to the vulnerable
person beneath.
Perhaps this is
why Harold says that when people
attack him personally, rather than
his argument, he experiences disapointment.
Another aspect of Harold

by editing and

Mercer

me mad."

He has

occupation of

even

tried

the

convict but has dec

ided that since the opportunities
for promotion, even to his level of
incompetence, are limited. He will

publishing Tarpaper

on the street.

Harold's
others.

that the world seldom

sees

is his generosity.
Harold is not
so much generous with his possess

As I see Harold Mercer, I am struck

ions

by the gap between the public serv
ant and the private person.
I see
the public person as the iron hand
in the velvet glove.
This is not
to suggest I see cruelty for I
really see compassion. What I wish
to suggest in my analogy is that

friends philosophers and fraud art
ists and can treat them equally (as

Harold can be accomodating, agree
able, pleasant, cooperative and yet
always accomplishes his goal - what
ever that may be.
He has learned
without benefit of a post-graduate
university degree,what "psychology"

I think the part of Harold I enjoy
most is his humour and his ability
not

is all about.

and a

consumate

He is therefore,

master

of

the

art

a
of

handling people. The other part of
the public person I see is the ded
icated cynic - though I believe
this is more of a pose than any
thing else. Harold says one of the
attributes

he values most in

him

self is his desire and his ability
to examine
carefully everything
that puzzles him - to examine his
sensations
and reactions
and to
learn from them.
I believe much of

what Harold sees and experiences
distresses him, but he chooses in
stead of anger or tears, laughter;
an amused sarcasm.

Another

part of the public

I see is an impish

person

glee at putting

others on. He enjoys his role
of
thorn ih the side of authority, and

as with his time.

they are).
into

That is

He has as

where I

Harold's environment.

came
I was

treated as a person and was not
judged because I was a staff member.

to take

himself

or life

too

seriously.

Harold

is a

diletante,

chameleon.

a gadfly,

He is an actor who

enjoys his many roles and in play
ing them enjoys the freedom this
provides him and the confusion it
often creates for others.

I don't really know who Harold
Mercer is, and I have the feeling
he prefers it that way.
Marg Penn
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A Dialogue by >W Pl&yUt*
A:
B:
A:
B:
A;
B:
A:
B:

A:

How do I stay out of penitentiaries?
Quit stealing.
Very original.
Stop committing crimes.

How did you ever figure it out?

Pretty easy to figure it out.

Difficult to admit it.

That begs the question.
And the question?

Xhe question is how do I quit stealing? 1 have strong desires
compulsions, obsessions, neuroses, needs, a bad tempir, a bad'
work record, a bad criminal record, and so on. It's prettv simole

to say, -vaut stealing," but that doesn't impress ml much!' Then

too I am stubborn, I still think that given the right opportunity
and all, I can beat them. Furthermore, I am a rebfl at heart and

andtiS™?2£,-aSn^
reven«er *'* amess of strong contraSlcUons
S22 ,lmpulses and deep passionate feelings. It's a complex thin?
u:

and you give me a simple (and I might add a very corny? answer

How do you quit stealing? First, you've got to want to, Sr Ilse

rlachfdM0 .b!^°ne;tiredv,of &et?iinZ cau^ ^ the time, and hive

T»^
! * heJseif'?5teem-shatterinS conclusion that you are just too
ignorant and stupid to commit crimes.and get away with them
because of innate lack of subtlety and powers of organization and

£f^n£/nd
and 5ercePtion»
not towords,
mentiononethewayspotlighting
effect of yourCaUtl?n
past record,
etc. In other
or anothef

?E^T
t? b! ?bout
wise old
t0 case,
yourself,
unflattering
facts involved
in yourha}£
little
yourwise'to
special the
unique
little

£dt£SBS8Sa So£.is so very very dIfferen^ ^-vS^i-i:...

You sound bitter man.

LoLoHttef »?£ainst/elf-ignorance and stupidity, especially.my own.

B:

What do#I DO? ^ Want t0 d° a11 thiS» that *mw*se to ^11 this!
Practice restraint. No know what it is: PRACTICE it. In little thingsrantL^?
ln on P?°pl! Sconversations, hold back in chSw lines, S
co n^\^in6S and laundlV lines, don't give in to your impulses '

trt-Si iy> ^^ llttle sacrifices. A river unchecked runs to many
places where it does no good, but a dam(my symbol of restraint)
?ii:2WSuma? 1° contro1 the ^es of the flowing water. And even the
•?^^S°?ed-U?
used.for
P°weri itfs
channeled
effectively into"power
in reserve.
It's pressure
a law of being
nature,
and like
all laws, it cannot be broken. You change a law or you neglect a-law
but you do not break a law. A law will break you, you will not

?h!f
a law
of natu^And will
it U somehow
a law ofbe nature,
that wa.ia?'^pecially
when a thing comes up
m the
future they

ready for it without preparation. They say things such as, "That's
all right. When the time comes I'll be ready. If I set my mind to do
something, I can do it. Y#u can believe that." Well, I don't believe

i, vi™, 5^?HS?J ° ^ 1S ran*as?> especially if the thing to be done
In^Zh y Practice,
piff^Ult' amaj°^
significant.in a
Practice.
Knowledgetois not
enough.
gradual?r preparation
new type response

ni£J restraint.
LeFe^tnce A^ point
R?x Warner
that a11
upon
worth said
pondering.

'^civilization depended

How Do I Stay Out of Penitentiaries

A:

B:

(cont'd)

And this will keep me out of penitentiaries?

It will help, if you practice it.

Find little ways of your own to

honestly practice restraint and self-control, and know once and for

all that pledges, resolves, resolutions, promises, vows and all such
things will never do the job. One must practice now acting the way
he knows he must act in critical situations that may come up in the
future. You do not tell yourself you are going to do something;
you start doing it now, start acting gradually in similar ways and

get wise to unpleasantness and discomfort and sacrifice, all the oldfashioned corny things that will be new and fresh when we are all

dead and gone because they are in the very texture of the way things
are, nature. We must get in touch with this reality of we will waste
our lives in fantasy and frustration and hopeless plans all our lives*
And such wisdom (in the doing of it) is the wisdom of all artists and

saints and scientists and of anyone who has ever accomplished anything
in life which is significant. It will help you do anything better, and
as a matter of fact you canTt realiv do much without it.

A:

What about stealing?

B:

Yes, even that. You can misuse truth in many ways. Restraint.
Restraint not for the sake of restraint, remember; but restraint for
the sake of control, self-control, so that your intellect can have

some say in determining what you do and what you don!t do, instead
of you simply being the slave of your emotions and the world's (and

your own) every impulse and caprice and haphazard arid dangerous and
A:

wrongheaded desire momentarily pleasant and fulfilling perhaps, but
ultimately destructive and frustrating and defeatingThis all sounds very well, something like what Kronsteen said: "The
obsessions of the paranoid are the truths of tomorrow."

And I

honestly sense that there is a great truth in what you sav, and vet,

well, I donTt know. . .

B:

It|s do or don't.

things are hard come by:
erience?

*f

J

'

You have free will, so you must choose, all good
surely you've learned that much from exp

As you own life proves, and as does mine and most

everyone else around here, the old easy saw about experience being
the best teacher-- is mostly a lot of bullshit because it onlv tells

half the story. Experience is the best teacher, no doabt about it.
But man is a very poor student, ajbad learner. But as I sav, surely
you know that good things are hard to come bv — that is, good things
to keep.

B:

Yes, that's true.

B:

I know what you mean.

But what about that long hard grind?

Practicing asceticism (restraint, self-denial,

self-control, etc.) will help you tough it out.

That much should be

obvious; only a fool flies in the face of his best hard-earned wisdom.

Then too, the reserve and the other good qualities of character which
emanate from such practice will make you more alert to the real opp

ortunities with which you will come in contact along the way — along
the long hard-grinding way of toughing it out with reality, the way

things really are. To neglect these truths is to have a loser going;
to incorporate them into your outlook, your vision of life, to make them
part of your honest response to experience: this is to have a winner

A:

going. Stop always taking the easy way out.
Man, are you kidding, or what?

B:

No, I'm serious. You never really find out who you are until you get
involved with some of these necessary self-disciplines, you never really
explore yourself and therefore you cannot exploitothe best that is in

you, you do not ever discover the depths and breadths of who you are,
you are really only living with a very small surface bit of your true

potential.

Tighten up on your own integrity.

How Do I Stay Out of Penitentiaries (cont'd)
A: All right, all right. I'll think about.it. ii- *->

B:

That won't help much.

«•* -« •

Try some of it, do some of it, don't just

think about it.

A:

A man's denied enough things in here as it isi:

B:

That doesn't count because it is forced upon you.

>

'•'-'•'V * •*•

It is the spiritual

strength that comes from self-denial that-^I am uaMng about.

Y0u've

heard the common saying, "You*ve got*1 to give up something," haven't you?
A:

Yes*

v ?-. •'

., '?-—•; a? ST:

B: Well, It's basically the same principle^ But why labor the point.
Just try it and get wise to what is reaHy happening in life and quit
cheating yourself out of its deep;richness and meaning.

A:

I'll try it out maybe . . .when I ge£ back on the street, when I get
back in the free world.

-*'**••" '"

B:

Wrong.

All the world is free.

A:
B:

of pie are we having tonight?
Banana cream — my favorite.
Your fav orite pie?

A:

Yes.

Do it now.

For instance, what kind

B:

Good.

A:

getting anythihg-^n-return.and see now*it"makes you feel. Just check
your complex of emotions, study the feeling closely. Experiment.
Man, you got to be crazy J Why should I give up a piece of my favorite

Give it away — to someone you donrt know, with no thought of

pie to a goof I don't even know?

B: It'll help.you stay out of penitentiaries.
A: *I can"just see myself•doing that.

B:

And what kind of light cord have you got in your cell?

A:

A long one that reaches right down to my bed so I can turn it on and
off easily.

B:
A:

Cut it off so short that you'll have to stand on tiptoe every time
you turn it on or off. And similar things of your choosing.
Man, get on away from me I Are you crazy?

B:
A:

A little, I suppose.
Do you do things like that?

B:

Not as often as I should, and then sometimes when I do, I feel all
proud or self-righteous, which is all wrong and phony, but I go right
ahead because I know that I'm going in the right direction. A few.
experiences and you know this is the right direction because you
start getting real answers as you move along with your doubts and

fears in your individual solitude.
A:
B:
A:
B:
A:
B;

Well, anyway, you wanted to know...»

Yeah. How to stay out of penitentiaries.
Quit stealing. .That is how. Now you know. But my point is that it is
not enough to know.
I got to give up my banana cream pie?
In a manner of speaking.
Yeah, but what about environment, childhood influences and all that.

There are some good things to learn from studying such sociology, but
in my opinion, this will probably do you little good. Once again it is
knowledge, add knowledge is not enough.

Eventually, if you look long

enough, medicate long enough, sum up your experience with an unflatterin
and tough-minded analysis, you will find that it all comes back around

to what I am trying to say, or, more properly, what I am trying to
suggest.

A:

I know, that I got to give up my banana cream pie.

B:

Something like that, yea. ^

-

,

,

.

.

^ ^ <$ <$- 4ft 4fr
Reprinted from New Era, Summer l§6/»., United States Penitentiary*
Leavenworth, Kansas.

From Break of Day
From break of day
Till sunset glow
I toil.

I dig my well,

I plow my field,
And earn my food
And drink.
What care I
W h o rules t h e land

If I am left in peace?

translated from the Chinese of an

unknown poet of c. 2i>00 B.C.

CRIMESTOPPERS
NOTEBOOK
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All capital cities are known for their ponderous organization.
There are any number of obscure little (and big) departments
that seem to function for years without drawing any attention
to themselves.

For instance, who has <=ver heard of the Inter

ior Economy Branch of the RCMP? And whatever do they do? Who
could ever have imagined what the National Research Council
has been up to since 1940, if the GBG haa not brought their
clandestine activities to light?

The great
service,

ponderous ball of paper that we

call the

public

is self-reproducing and ever-increasing in volume as

it rotates with great slowth, like a man-made planet waltzing

in orbit, with thick dignity, around its capital star.
This
paper planet feeds upon itself, and if one tries to speed it
up as it rotates on its trembling axis, one succeeds only in
slowing it down, and it then consumes its tormentor.

take its predicated path, and only the most
bureaucrat will try to manipulate its velocity.

It must

inexperienced

And that's where our parole applications go.

Inmate Isst it

M Jane
CATANIA,

Sicily (AP)

- A Catania

court has postponed an appeal trial
indefinitely because authorities ^
can't find the defendant.

The court decided

on the postpone

ment after police reported Andrea
di Nicola, serving a 30-year term
on a murder charge, ahs been .'lost*
in prison red tape.

They said Di Nicola spent some time
in jail in Sardinia, but was trans
ferred after a protest demonstrat

ion, and no one seems to know where
he was transferred to.

•••

(And don't try to tell me that it

can't happen here.

HM)
There will be a new direction soon Frank

and then you'll be able to get back to
weight lifting.
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c8w Pal
A very important member of the Tarpaper staff is a fellow named Hal.

To

a casual ..observer or passerby, Hal is just an old Gestetner machine, built
in 1912. But to us, he is a very real character and important contributor
to Tarpaper. He is a sensitive fellow and much tender, loving attention
is given to him daily. Each morning he is given a pleasant "good morning
Hal."

Hal's response is a few

At /famr+* C/t0&

smooth and contented
clicks as one of us

gives his handle a
few cranks to see if

he feels up to work- •
ing that day.
Hal, like most
old folks, likes
a lot of attention.

He gets cleaned
oiled regularly.

He is, without doubt, the hardest working member of the Tarpaper staff, and
at the age of 62 years he is to be commended for so valiantly holding up his
end of the production. His crank is turned approximately 40,000 times per
edition of Tarpaper, net counting other small jobs he does as favors %%

other departments.

Hal is a Model 26 Gestetner and he proudly carries out

many tasks that his great-great grandson Model 460, up the hall, in the
general office, is too timid to tackle.

His best friaad is Mechnical Mike who, in times of distress, comes to Hal's
aid and repairs whatever is ailing him. Mike is an absolute master of any
thing mechanical and he and Hal have a private relationship that is beyond
the understanding of those of us whose mechanical ability is limited to
changing typewriter ribbons.
Hal is the only member of the Tarpaper staff whose sentence will never
expire. He is a permanent fixture in the Tarpaper office. We bought him

from Crown Assets for $10.00 last year; and a while back we were offered

$250.00 for him.

We turned it down, of course.

©

THE

Les Ragles is

a psychiatric nurse

and a former corporal

in the

British army. He is one of a new breed of penitentiary employees
known as Living Unit Officers (that's somewhere between a guard
and an inmate) Q, He has not been the most popular fellow around
here and he is the first to admit that he is at times a bit
quaint in his thinking and the purpose of this little article is

to advise readers that he is,

at last,

beginning to come around

our way, just a bit. He has finally admitted to the fact that he
will be known to inmates (and others) forevermore as the Green
Hornet.

About a year ago, this affectionate nick-name was coined by an
anonymous inmate and soon, groups of inmates in the living unit
would collectively emit low buzzing noises as Mr. Eagles saunter
ed along the tier.
His reaction to this chummy buzzing was imm
ediate, and typical of a British corporal. . . he locked up'the
offending residents for the remainder of the evening.
About a month later, a concerned and understanding inmate broach
subject to tor. Eagles and offered the explanation
that
since Les had been brought up in England, he did not know that
the Green Hornet was a famous crime-fighter whose boldness and
skill, coupled with dignity and honor, made him our boyhood hero;
and we would gather 'round the radio each Friday night to hear
ed, the

and thrill to the latest adventure of our -radio hero.

About a month ago,

Mr. Eagles went

to an inmate's cell to

call

him for an interview and, since the inmate was elsewhere, he left
a note asking him to report to the counsellor's office «.

the

note was signed "THE GREEN HOHNETi"

iio

here is an

work!

exemplary case

It is gratifying indeed

of reformation.

The system does

to report that our efforts

have

not been in vain.

"Quickly Uato.

. get the Black Bnauty

Bbzzzz zzzzz zzzzzz

ROOEflOfl
It has

come to our attention

we now have

two publications

that

IN MAGAZINE - Box 368 Iowa City

from

the outside all of our own, put to
gether, presumably, by some pretty

The former editor of New Era haa
outdone even himself in this start-

hip people who have decided to look

at the light side of things.

lingly excellent publication. Wes
ley Noble Graham is without doubt

The MOBSTER TIMES, P.O. Box 431,
Old Chelsea Station, New York,*N.Y.

the champion of the penal press.
Convincing and informative articles
coupled with astounding graphics
and photographs^.

10011 is published monthly.
Their
editorial policy is stated as foll
ows:

QUARTER CENTURY NEWSLETTER

"For

college-bound or college

ed

ucated with an eye for soft to hard

core satire about crime,
its it and goes free.
satirists and cynics."

who comm
All ages,
We have dec

ided to award the MOBSTER TIMES our
"Keep on Truckin" award for their
extreme perserverence in the face

of almost total adversity for their
continuing monthly columns, "Miss
Underworld of the Month.*
"Bugs
and Taps," and "Where Are They Now?1

-Musn't

forget

CROOK'S

MAGAZINE,

17245 Hutteras St. Encino. Californ
ia, which is for readers who want

"detective

stories which

identify

with the successful criminal rather

than with the cops."
They want
stories dealing with crooks, or any
rebellious, adventurous persons.

Millhaven Penitentiary, Ontario
This is a serious
ermination

group whose det

is reflected

in

their

splendidly written 30 page news
letter edited by John Dodge.
THE OUTLOOK

Warkworth Institution, Ontario

They

have

a new

editor,

Myles

Breach. He has made many improvem
ents in The Outlook since I jabbed
at them a couple of months ago©
Prison Arts grapevine tells me that

he has a high opinion of Tarpaper,
so I'll let him off lightly this
time and wait to see nore improvem
ents.
What happened to your Gestefax machine Myles?
TNSIDE NEWS

Brumheller, A&berta

Reprinted from:
The Communicator

, Springhill Inst. N.S.

New editjr too,
Their silkscrecrcovers are a joy to behold, not
only for

their artistic merit

but

for their editorial impact, as well.
It may very well come to be that
wearing our status as ex-cons, like

THE CLOCK

a badge will be a significant step
on the road to a clearer perspect
ive for future framers of policy
and public opinion. ?a$£aper does

Last editor escaped. New one seems
to have a good head for editorials.

not advocate the glorification of
crime, but the existence of the 2
magazines outlined above indicates
some interesting aspects of devel

oping trends which will bear pen
etrating examination.

Idaho State Penitentiary

They must have a pretty liberally
minded censor.

(All of these prison publications
are available from the Tarpaper
office, but if you guys don't
return them, I'll hide them again!)
H.M.

Warkworth Institution, a medium security penitentiary in
Ontario has received a contract

for the

to build three aircraft

Air Cadet League of Canada.

Future plans call

for the construction of 150 more.

Inmstas Guild Flirnlsnss
by Gene Fillekes
writing in *The Outlook"

Build airplanes in a penitentiary!!I
Well, why not, and when the Canadian

12 U.S. gallons

of fuel, has a max

imum speed of 120 m^p.fcr.,

cruising

Penitentiary Service was asked by speed of 98 m.p.h., stall speed (the

the Air Cadet League of Canada if it
could be done, Warkworth was chosen

because

speed at which it stops making like
a bird) of 48 m.p.h., and can land

of its expertise and good or take-off in less than 500 feet.

success record with new projects.

Flight duration

a total

is about 4 hours at

cost of less than $2.00 per

The League has been looking for an hour.
Its designed for use with a
to VW engine, and I'm told by Mr. Norm
enlarge upon its existing pilot trate Meers that total cost including en
inexpensive aircraft with which

ing program for young men and women.

gine will be less than $3,000.00.

Inexpensive because the cost of buy
ing and maintaining these planes has The metal shop in Building #18 will

ta be met in large part by the young, be the builder, and much of the pre
stera themselves.
liminary work of manufacturing temp
lates has already been completed by
But more than that was involved; re inmates Keith Nelson, Henry Lachapliability, operating cost, and per- elle, and Stan Bonneville, The
formantte has also to be considered. present order is for three aircraft,
The aircraft chosen was a Paxmany but shop instructor Mr. Jack MacH.-4A, a well-designed, all metal Donald says that if this part of the
airplane which is easy to fly, with project is a success we can expect
low operating cost plus excellent an order of about 150 more planes,
performacne for so small a plane. over the next two years.
It has

3b far only the prototype is flying,

but test

results

indicate

that it

also been pointed

in the future

out that sometime

a repair depot

will

will be ,an almost ideal training have to be established for these
aircraft.
It is a single-seat low- aircraft, and who better to hire
winged monoplane, with a 26f wing- than the men who built them? # # #
span and weighing 575 lbs empty. It
carries a pilot (up to .175 lbs J and.

L
And that's a long way from sewing mail bags.
(AM)
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Innocence
Anonymous

He ran the course and as he ran he grew,
And smelt his fragrance in the field. Already

Running he knew the most he ever knew,
The egotism of a healthy body.

Ran into manhood, ignorant of the past;
Culture of guilt and guilt's vague heritage,
Self-pity and the soul; what he possessed
Was rich, potential, like the bud's tipped rage

The Corps developed, it was plain to see,
Courage, endurance, loyalty, and skill

To a morale firm as morality,
Hardening him to an instrument, until
The finitude of virtues that were there

Bodied within the swarthy uniform

A compact innocence, child-like and clear,
No doubt could penetrate, no act could harm.
When he stood near the Chinese soldier

Being burned alive, he therefore could behold
The ribs wear gently through the darkening skin
And sicken only at the Asian cold
Could watch the fat burn with a violent flame

And feel disgusted only at the smell,
And judge that all pain finishes the same
As melting quietly by his boots it fell.
He went home trained, yet untrained

Pondering the murmurings of his former peers
He was with but not among them.
Where does a stoic reign?

0

History is, in one sense, a chron
icle of man's inhumanity to man,

WHAT

and much of this brutal treatment
has been administered in . the name

IS

of punishment.

Traditionally, one

who defies a social code is punish

PRISON

ed.

The customs, mores and laws of

any given society must be
if society is to function.

or lesser sanctions

obeyed
Greater

are applied to

those who do not observe established
norms.
The severity of the sanct

uMiMe.

ion and the form it takes is depend
ent upon many factors,most of which

People's

opinions and views

are a

strange amalgam of the history of
ideas, current theories,
social
values, and their own personality.
Thus on the one hand we are at once
confronted

with

individual

and

social conceptions of the functions
of prisons, while on the other we
are faced with the reality of mass

ive prison complexes hpusing thous
ands of men.

To further complicate

the matter, for it is indeed comp
lex,

research on causes of crimin

ality, the effectiveness of punish
ment, methods of treatment, and

are

historical

in nature and

the

severity and types of sanctions are

intimately linked with a society1s
religious,

philisophical and econ

omic attitudes.

The massive prison complexes as we
know them are a relatively recent
development - within the past two
centuries.

In Canada,

there

are

thirty-five prisons and reformator

ies holding

approximately 30,000

prisoners.

In the

United

States

[there are 250,000 men incarcerated
in over two hundred prisons and re

other matters related to penology

formatories and the annual increase

have proven to be far from conciusl

ations vary from around 50 in small

ive.

To effectively examine

the

issue at hand requires that we con

sider the development .of prisons
and their functions in conjunction

with the history of ideas, changing
social values and

man's

changing

concept of himself.

of himself and others, we find that
many of our present ideas concerns

ing the equality of men, their ind
ividual worth, personal dignity and
integrity, are quite modern. Hist
orically man has been much abused
captured

slave;

Prison popul

minimum security camps,

to nearly

5,000 in huge warehouses in the Un

ited

States.

So

impersonal

are

these prisons that one convict tit
led his book 'Soul On Ice.'

How did such penal practices devel

If we examine first mans conception

by his fellow man.

is about 4,000 men.

Bought,

sold,

during war and used

beaten, tortured and

as a

torm

ented, men and women by the mill
ions, from the dawn of civilization

have been regarded as chattels by
those in power, in positions
authority, or special by birth.

of

op?

Where, one might ask, when and

why?

As already mentioned crime and pun*
ishment
are inevitably
linked.
Just as 'wrong' behaviour by child
ren is punished in various v#ays by

all

parents in all societies,

so

does society punish those who break

its

laws.

It is

not

surprising

that early forms of punishment were

direct,

and,inflicted directly

the, person's Body; e.g.
whipping, mutilation.
punishment was

on

branding,

This type of

common for at least

4,000 years and the strap or
is still provided for.

lash

rAs part of some sentences, over the
centuries, in England and other
western nations, incarceration as
punishment replaced, to some extent
temporary custody, until punishment
was inflicted.

orarily, people who were to be pun
ished, became places where people
were imprisoned - usually for short
periods of time, e.g. 120 days.

Plain

and

meant to

' Imprisonment in England, ' says
R.B. Pugh, has no connected history

simply,

a

prison

punish and there

was

appears

to be no concern for such things as
treatment, rehabilitation, protect

ion of society

(for 120 days?)

or

before the end of the twelfth cent

recidivism.

ury. However, he does indicate that
the origins probably predate Alfred

and were punished through depriv
ation of their liberty.
If they
offended again, they were punished
again. The mixture of imprisonment

and that the stocks were probably
the earliest 'prison* when
one
thinks in terms of custody as pun
ishment.
In tracing the developm

ent of structures, Pugh points out
that as time advanced, castles lost
military importance, and many were
converted to prisons©

Men committed a crime

physical punishment and fines was
more the rule than the exception
from about the 12th century.

Apparently, imprisonment met with
favor among governments in Europe

and later in North America, for be
It appears that as soon as struct
ures became available they were
used.

The earliest available figure is for

York Castle,

where

the

number of

prisoners is said to have fluctuat
ed. 80 in 1289 and around 130 dur
ing 1293.

tween the

16th and

20th centuries

hundreds were built.

So well entr

enched was the concept of imprison
ment as punishment that early pri
son reformers John Howard(1776-1790)

while decrying horrible prison con
ditions, did not question the con
cept of imprisonment itself. Jer
emy Bewtham and his follower John
Stuart Mill addressed themselves to

And what were these

people impris

oned for?

. . . there was a great deal of
penal imprisonment for every type

of fraud, contempt, disobedience to
authority, failure in public duty,
it is

ed.

So interested was Bewtham that

he developed a design for modern pjpisons which he called a panopticon
(one was built much on his model

150 years later
in
the United
States). Other people who address

and petty crime. . .
Thus

prison reform too, and the utilit
arian concept of scaled punishment
to fit the severity of crime emerg

reasonably clear

that

imprisonment in early England was
evolutionary and developed slowly
as needs and social values changed.

There is not, however, a-clear dif
ferentiation or turning point in
history to mark the change from imp
prisonment prior to punishment to
imprisonment as punishment.
Pugh

ed themselves to the problems of
crime and punishment included Mont

esquieu, Boltaire, and Elizabeth
Fry, each deploring prison condit
ions.
Howdver, it is interesting
to note that these people too did
not question the basic concept ofimprisonment as punishment for cr
ime, and prison populations increa
sed. Coupled with this was the de
crease

in the use of capital

also indicates that prison was also
used as punishment for more serious
crimes, e.g. arson, mortal witch

a bloody 18th century)

craft, and forgery.

creasing rigidity of t he law.

There is clear

evidence that jails and castle.rroDas

once used as a place to hold, temp

ishment in the

pun

19th century (after

win Powers has examined

and the in
Ed

c rime and

.

punishment in early Massachusetts,

I

(17th century) and it is interest
ing to note that for burglary there
existed

at

least

nine

different

punishments.
That, compared to
today's possibility of probation or

imprisonment,

makes

a startling

contrast•

What

we have in essence then

is a

ment to punish.

How did this come

about?

suffered

that mankind has

numerous

*marcissistic

wounds over the centuries.

Copern

icus convinced us that rather than
being the center of the universe we

were but a bit

universe.

of matter in a huge

In the 19th century,

Freud aevastea man with a brilliant

that

much

of our

action

(behavior) was a result of largely

unconscious processes.

And finally

Charles Darwin traced our ancestory

not to a superhuman, magnificently
rational being, (a God-Head?), but
to the apes.
It is quite possible
that man has never recovered!

Thus

a new concept of man emerged - more

enlightened, occasionally rational
perhaps more understanding, cert
ainly more realistic and humble.

All of this leads directly to our
modern conception of crime, and

punishment.

No longer are branding

mutilation and other brutal forms
of punishment part of the criminal

strap

nearly

disagree

all feel that the

law has made progress,
more

sensitively

but

criminal

and is now

aware

of

man's

capacities and limitations.

or changes in the law, imprisonment

is still with us.
Long term improf years as opposed to
days or months in 13th century Eng
land, is part of sentencing.
The
isnoment

average sentence in

Canada is four

to five years, in the United States

Someone once said

law.

Some say this is too

others

However, in direct contrast to maj

rather dramatic change in sentenc
ing procedure coupled with an al
ready increasing use of imprison

theory

punishments.

restrictive,

The lash is not used, and the
is, on

its way

out.

These

punishments, used so frequently for
thousands of years,
now strike
western man as totally repugnant.

In fact, we view all forms of corp

oral, punishment

with a

jaundiced

eye.

The law too

it is about the same.

Of course,

many will point out that qualitat

ively prison has changed.
People,
we now feelj should be sent to pr
ison as punishment, not for punish
ment.

Gone are the 3ays of brutal

and inhuman treatment within prison
walls decried by Howard, Fry, Volt

Prisons are9

aire and others.

the most

for

part in Western nations,

physically comfortable.
in this area continue.

Advances

But is this to imply that the conc
ept of prison strictly as a form of
punishment is acceptable to 20th
century man? Certainly that is not

the case.

We are now told that pr

ison serves a three-fold use.

What are prisons for2
Middendorff
says the following which appears to

be

the line

of reasoning

among professional

current

workers in this

area:

'The aims

of criminal justice

are

retribution, deterrence and reform

ation, but judicial opinion differs
as

to which of

these aims

should

predominate.'

Somewhat later he says:
'Nowadays, the main aims of punish

reflects these

views.

For conviction of practically any
offense, fines, probation, or grad

ed prison sentences from a few days
to life are what remain as judicial

ment are generally thought to be
retribution, deterrence and reform
ation. '

He very
interestingly
confuses
'criminal justice' with 'punishment'

*

I This confusion is quite widespread.

However, this tripartite conception
of

the

purpose

seems to prevail.

illustrates this

of

criminal

law

This recent case

three-decker app

roach quite well:

Minchella appeared before the judges
of the appeal court to ask that his

sentence be reduced from three years

so that he could go to a reformatory
and learn a trade.
He stated that
he wanted to be rehabilitated.

'But there must also be deterrents,1
the Chief Justice

said.

'I mean,

the citizens have to be protected.*
W.L. Parker of the Attorney-Gener
al's department stood up to say:

Jf loouU s«»ve no useful pb«r..,c to *t/»J Kim

•There's no question that he should
be incarcerated.'

Mr. Justice Arnup:

Nothing; that Haw]

been tried before has worked.

Chief

Justice

Gale:

difficult...it*s

It's a very

a very

difficult

case.'

(Globe and Mail, Oct 28, 1971)
Here in the court

three

room we have all

elements of criminal justice

spoken of

earlier by

Middendorff:

punishment,deterrence, reformation,

'Should

a criminal be regarded

by

society chiefly as a nuisance to be

abated,

an enemy to be crushed

debtor to be made to pay, a patient

to be

treated,

or

a

refractory

child to be disciplined?'

The answer

is that no one,

in our

present state of

knowledge (or ig

norance?) knows,

and this in

part

explains some of the confusion.

as well as protection of the citiz

ens,

(immediate custody).

is what prison is for?

erate

from

and

more

hence

protect

immediate

So this

To incarc

society

wrongdoing,

However,

for

criminologists

and

others, all that remains is to make

the best of present

prison struct

ures that in the west house tens of

deter the criminal and perhaps oth

thousands

ers, and reform him while he is in
prison? It appears that this is the

cost of billions of dollars.

is of

case. Punishment per se is no long
er sufficient.
This three prong

that drastic changes in the present
criminal law approach to imprison

approach seems to be a result of
confusion about the nature of the

reformation.

ment:

of people

at an

necessity since it is
punishment,

annual
This

clear

deterrence

and

criminal and an attempt to f^astify
a system (imprisonment) which does
not appear to.have many redeeming
features and is actually a carry
over from the Middle Ages as we

have seen.

Speaking a bout the of

fender Mbberley asks:

Does prison punish,
and finally,

does it deter,

is it possible to re

form those within its walls?

Before

attempting to answer

these

difficult questions, perhaps a word
of introduction is necessary.

Iln considering the various aspects
of prison and imprisonment, we must
bear

in mind

both

that the issues

theoretical

and

are

practical.

Here we will be considering the pr
actical aspects of these issues;
aspects that subject themselves to
measurement and empirical observ

ation.

Within our present

system

Middendorff speaks of two types of
deterrence:
general and special.
General deterrence may function in
either of two ways:
it may be a
result of having a law on the books
or it may be a result of sentences
actually meted out.
The aim of
special deterrence is to prevent the

of criminal justice, for instance,

offender from relapsing into crime.

it is purposeless to consider wheth
er in time, the punishment follows

It is

the misdeed sufficiently rapidly

the effectiveness of either general

for the punishment to be effective.

the mechanism of

We

must deal with the reality of

the situation - that detection,
arrest,

ation is

conviction,

and incarcer

a lengthy process.

With

that in mind, let us consider pun
ishment first, followed by deterr
ence, and reformation.

heterosexual contact. They are, in
the vast majority of prisons, locM

in cells for an average of approx
imately 10-12 hours par uay in Can
ada in maximum security prisons.
The all pervading monotony of the
dull listless prison routine, is

Day in and day out

inmates are subjected to the relen

tless movement of the clock, some
hoping, in the desperation, that a
disaster will befall the prison
just

to

schedule.

interrupt

their

special

precise

The so called pains of

imprisonment have been well catal
ogued by sociologists indicate that

to evaluate

deterrence. . .

since

deterrence is un

known.

Actually,

the theory of deterrence

exists through

inference and

from

the mass of statistics of crime,
imprisonment and recidivsm, confl
icting as they are, clear inferenc
es are

Certainly prison punishes.
Even
for the few who may regard the
'concrete womb' as a place of sec
urity, the deprivation one suffers
is wide ranging.
Men deprived of
physical liberty,
isolated from
friends and family, and deprived of

bone crushing.

or

very difficult

nearly impossible

to draw.

This might be more clear as we ex
amine deterrence using Middendorffs
model.

Do laws on the book

deter

people from commiting aa
crime?
This is impossible to answer with
finality but there are some obvious
leads. Certainly, and most obviou

sly, the laws do not per se,
the convicted offender.

been

deterred,

deter

If he had

he wouldn't

have

comroited the crime<,
Do these laws
deter iawjwibiding citizens?
Per

haps, perhaps not.

A direct quest?

ion of people would bs pointless.
However, in an attempt to reach a

conclusion

let us

consider

theft
Last
year in New York State, merchants
estimated they lost over 250 mill
ion dollars in goods through shop
lifting.
If the theft was limited
^50,edllars per person, there would
under $50 dollars, and murder.

be 400,000 offenders!

true

It is quite

that many people break

laws:

inmates suffer from sensory depriv
ation as well. Prison, it is near-

speedingf drinking, minor theft',etc

•J-Y universally held, punishes, and
this view is strongly supported by

crimes»

the writer of this essay.

Prison punishes, but does it deter?
One must first make general dist
inctions in the theory of deterr
ence for it has been refined rather
well.

petty crimes true,

but nonetheless

What about more serious crimes?
Let us briefly consider murder and

capital
might

punishment.

Surely one

suppose that the c rime

with

the severest sanction(murder-death,

where

capital

punishment exists)

#

would be avoided.

f

with

capital

higher

Not so.

punishment,

homicide

rate than

without capital punishment.

Mexico

However,

has

of sentence is not

a

Sweden

it appears that

severity

generally corr

elated with incidence of crime.

Stat

istics for some states in the Unit

Prison punishes, the theory of det

ed States show that when capital
punishment is abolished, the homic

errence

ide

rate drops;

There

are

many

more and confusing examples:
Middendorff concludes:

In Western democratic countries,
particularly in the United States,
virtually

no

deterrent

influence

can be found.

is merely that,

corrective capacity of prisons. Do
they reform? The question might be
better put another way.
Since
crime is viewed by most sociolog
ists as normal, i.e., it exists in
every society,

Of course,
errence is

the discussion of det
more wide ranging, and

more complex than

here.
able

can be presented

However, there is
evidence for

the

stated by Middendorff

cons iderconclusion

and .Aschaff-

enburg.

aft

The problem
complex

and

done which

there

have

for then would be

term of imprisonment
The question then is:

ender has

cnhe*

per offender.
once an off

been sent to prison,

is

he then reformed, eventually rel
eased, not to return to prison?
The answer is a resounding no. The
literature on prisons, the statist
ics on recidivism, the conclusions
of nearly all observers is unamin-

ous.

Convicts,

once released from

prison, more often than not are
convicted of. a subsequent crime and

returned to prison. Halker sums up:

of sentencing is

studies

the criminal is ab

normal in that his action deviates
from cultural norms.
The best one

could hope

Aschaffenburg says:
..If we go by statistics, we come to
the conclusion that the.hoped for
effect is either very slight or en
tirely non-existent.

a theory,

and what remains is to consider the

very

been

indicate

no

that

'nearly all psychological and penal
literature agrees that detention
and imprisonment. . . produce an
increasing irresponsibility.•

severity of sentence deters potent-^
ial offenders or

prevents recidivf

ism for the actual offender.
sentences do not

Death

deter others from

commiting,murder, long indefinite
prison sentences in the United St

ates

(e.g. 10-49 years) appear

to

have little effect as regards event
ual recidivism. Long sentences are
traditionally given out for bank
robbery, but F.B.I, statistics ind
icate

that the

incidence of

bank

robbery is increasing.

Another interesting

example is air

To conclude th«u we have seen that

the concepts of crime and • punish
ment have evolved generally with
the development of man. From early
and primitive beginnings when brut

al,

harsh,

retributive

'justice*

was mateft out, man slowly, over the
centuries codified laws, and made
an attempt to have the punishment
fit the crime.
These developments
were linked with man's social, in- _
tellectual, religious and economic
development.
Gradually, types of

In the following years, the rate of

punishment were altered until fines
and iaprosonment replaced nearly
all earlier types of pHaishment.
Ik conjunction with this was the
increasing use of imprisonment as
punishment which has its modern
roots in 13th
century England.
This trend continues today and many

air

thousands

piracy.
With few or very lenient
lawB on the books prior to 1962,
air piracy was relatively rare.

Once it had begun in the early oO's
very severe sanctions were implem
ented. (Death in the United States)

piracy increased

drastically.

of offenders are

locked

away in massive prison complexes.

Like Topsy. the system just grew;
out of social need, expediency, in

I

ertia,

and

primitive

as an

and

answer to

barbaric

mora

types

of

In light of the past, and consider
ing the present, it is clear that
there will have to be significant
and major

changes in the

criminal

punishment. To what degree prisons
fulfill the expectations of society

laws,

is generally understood.
Where
prisons go from hare is left for

is considerable disparity between
the hope and the reality, in both
the criminal lew and the treatment

the reader.

and types of imprisonment,i£i

batter results are expected.

There

of offenders.

With increasing

pressure from var

ious sources, the emphasis on pris
ons have changed from purely prim

itive to reformative
and

theories

of

been propounded.

and punitive,

deterrence

have

The efficacy

of

punishment to reform is question
able, as is the theory of deterr

Prisons

have been an outgrowth of

many and complex social and cultur

al stresses.
To ask what they ar%
for is to imbue the whole of prise
on

development

with

rationality that

a

sense

ence.

Behold the mighty dinosaur
Famous in prehistoric lore.

Met only for hie weigkt end length
Jou will observe by these remains

But fjrkij iatellecSSal etreagth*

of

it does not pose-*

in

2?* other
5?ukl*ath#*d
****!
Place).f
The
hie <th«
spinal
feaae;
Thus lie could reason "a priori*
As well as a na posteriori."

5?
'•J*1?1 befch«J,«^ hi» a bit:
lie made both heed and tail of it.
wen thought filled ju«t a spinal coluen.
ri P*88** * f« idea* along;

If something .lipped hie forward mind

IS1?/!**1*1 hr th# <*• b***»<*

ir*!.1? X* •rror he was caught

He had a saving afgerthoughtk

He had bo judgments to revoke:

uSL
wSul?^hini
***">**queetioa
coB^eetiom
upon both
eidee of every

